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United
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Vatican
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                            Robotics Education – Bots Supplies Robot Arms and Training to Brunel University London

                            
With the future of some industries relying on the successful implementation of automation, the importance of robotics education and research has never been so high on the agenda. It is, for this reason, Bots.co.uk continues to work alongside leading universities and educational establishments both in the UK and wider afield to supply robot arms, systems, […]
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                            Hire a Robot for Your Automation Project

                            
Hire a Robot for Your Automation Project Imagine paying the same amount you pay a temporary employee for automation! What could that mean for your company, scalability, and ultimately your bottom line  to Hire a Robot for Your Automation Project? By now, it is clear that the future of technology heavily involves Artificial Intelligence (AI) […]
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                            What are Cobots?

                            
What are Cobots?   They’ve been around since the 1990s – collaborative robots, known as Cobots, operate in conjunction with humans to perform given tasks. Unlike traditional industrial robots, which are isolated from human contact, cobots directly interact with humans in a shared workspace.   Cobots can perform assembly tasks that are unpleasant, ergonomically strenuous […]
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                            How robot Arms Are Being Used In Many Universities To Further Enhance Learning.

                            
Universities are pushing the boundaries with cobot integration by introducing franka Emika Robot arms and using open source software which allows students to integrate the software to assist with learning in new and innovative ways.   Bots.co.uk have installed these Robots in many universities including Southampton University, Leicester, Nottingham, Cardiff and Liverpool where they are […]
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                            Imagining The Future of The factory Floor

                            What will the factory floor of the future look like in the UK. ? Will we be delivering levels of automation like the ones already happening in Japan and China and how will the realities of the post covid world affect it. For those industries that survive the current crisis, it is likely that further [...]
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                            Industries That Will be Transformed By Robotics And Automation

                            
We know that the Robotics Revolution is rapidly accelerating, this is largely to do with the massive advancements in technological automation, artificial intelligence, engineering and machine learning converge. The capabilities of Robots is fast transforming the way we use robots and the settings we will see Robots in the future. Recent trends suggest that the […]
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                            The Growth Of Service Robots

                            
According to the international federation of Robotics World Robotics Report 2018 , the combined market value from 2019 through to 2021 for professional service robots is estimated to be worth 37 billion.   A major factor in the positive future of service robots for professional use is the introduction of the robots as a service.  […]
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                            Robot Automation From Around The World.

                            
The average Robot density has hit a new global record of 113 units per 10,000 employee’s, Western Europe has 225 units followed by the Nordic European countries with 204 units followed by North America 153 units and finally South East Asia with 119 units.   The world’s top ten Robot automated countries are Singapore, South […]
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                            Why 2020 Onwards Must Be A Time For Robot Automation Within The UK

                            
We know that UK Manufacturers must tip the balance in favor of automation to avoid falling behind international competition.  The UK is the only G7 Country with a Robot density below the worlds average.  It is estimated that the UK has just 74 units per 10000 workers which puts the UK behind 14 other European […]
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                            Robot Automation-The Future In Manufacturing

                            
More and more manufacturers are leveraging Robotic automation for a wider number of applications.  Although the understanding of how Robot Automation can benefit many businesses is much better understood,  there are still many questions business owners have.   One of the main questions is centered around the cost of Robots, whether a business is too […]
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                    Contact Us
			Excelsior House. Mucklow Hill,

Halesowen, West Midlands,

B62 8EP

Email: info@bots.co.uk
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